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Blaze Craps

What sets the TCSJOHNHUXLEY Blaze Craps table apart?
Blaze Craps, delivers all the excitement and entertainment of the traditional game whilst simplifying the 
betting process.

High Impact Illuminated Playing Surface
Craps is always one of the games that attracts a crowd on the gaming 

floor but it can be confusing to novice players. By incorporating 

Blaze LED Surface Technology, the highlighted winning numbers 

and light sequences confirm the stages of the game, as well 

as displaying unique ‘attract sequences’ and custom-themed 

animations, making it quick and easy for players to grasp and for 

dealers and security staff to monitor play. As the industry’s only 

patented table technology to illuminate custom video animations 

through the layout, Blaze has proven to be an exciting addition to 

any gaming floor. 

Aids Dealer Accuracy and Enhances Security
Blaze Craps uses energy efficient LED lights fitted below the 

surface of the gaming table, providing clear illuminated prompts 

that enable dealers to stay focused on players and improve the 

flow of the game. In addition, the vibrant table helps casino security 

teams, as with just a glance, the team know what stage the game is 

at and can therefore monitor player and dealer behaviour is in line 

with the state of play.

Features and Benefits

Remove barriers to game play with easy to follow prompts

Enhance the player experience of this traditional game

Patented table technology to illuminate video animations 
through the layout

Aids dealer accuracy with clear game prompts and 
illuminated payouts

Enhance security with the illuminated playing surface

Easy to operate - little training required

Low maintenance, long-life LEDs

Available in various table sizes

LCD touch screen dealer console
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A Range of Sizes and Finishes
TCSJOHNHUXLEY can create Craps Tables in a range of sizes 

that  provide operators with the flexibility to  accommodate player 

requirements and floor space. As with all our tables, Craps Tables 

are available with fully customisable layouts and a wide range of 

finishes to suit your requirements. We can incorporate your casino’s 

theme, branding or colour scheme.
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Height
Width
Depth

901.7mm (35.5 in)
4216mm (166 in)
1575mm (62 in)

Total table weight 454 kg (1000 pounds)
Table shipped as one unit

Colour Options Available in a variety of colours and finishes

Electrical Options

Blaze Lightbox Output x 2 

Dealer Console

Built-in cooling fan

Let’s get technical
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14ft Table 

14ft Table 


